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Mollie Coddled is self-produced Indie Pop artist based in 
Leeds, UK. Merging Dreamy Indie and Alt-Pop, Mollie pairs 
soft, soulful vocals with a soundscape of hazy, echo-laden 
guitars and synthesizers. Being independent and influenced 
by the bedroom pop scene, Mollie writes, records and 
produces all parts to her music in her bedroom; bringing an 
intimate, lo-fi feel. 
 
Since releasing her Debut EP ‘The Halo Effect’ on Dec 5, 
Mollie has amassed over 200k streams, had placement on 5 
Spotify Editorial playlists and been selected for global in-
store playlisting with H&M, Co-Op, Desigual and Hallhuber. 
 
The EP explores the vulnerable ups and downs of being in 
your first relationship. The track-list takes the listener 
through full circle, all the way from infatuation in the 
honeymoon stage to the realisation of being trapped in an 
emotionally abusive relationship. 

 
Since the release of the EP, 'The Halo Effect' has also received 
huge support from BBC Introducing and Amazing Radio- being 
featured on their Tracks of 2020. 
Mollie has also been seen on Amazing Radio's A-List as well as 
being picked as one of their "Ones to Watch For 2021". 
 
Throughout the EP, Mollie takes listeners through the story of her 
first and failed relationship; which she wrote at the age of 17. The 
songs blend between themes of infatuation, manipulation, -
depression and feelings of unworthiness, followed by a full circle 
moment of realisation- all themes which are widely experienced 
within Gen Z but rarely addressed in the public eye. 
 
Her style is often compared to the likes of Clairo and Rex Orange 
County for her soft, dreamy melodies and summery synthesisers, 
while also taking production influence from artists like Still Woozy 
and MICHELLE. 
 

What Press Say 
“It’s new, it’s dreamy, it’s shimmery and it’s all kinds of gorgeous” -Shell Zenner (Amazing Radio) 

"Synth-fuelled, sophisticated numbers for the ages – a bedroom pop prodigy in her own right" -Happy 
People 

"Crafted to cleanse and uplift, decompressing and dissipating our overthinking, and leaving the listener a 
little lighter" -Yuck Magazine 

 
"Seamless production and encapsulating performance” -Smelly Records 
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